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American English Coonhound (effective 1/01/2010) Breed Test 
This test is open book and consists of 25 questions.  All questions indicated by an * refer to 
disqualifications and an incorrect response to these DQ questions will result in the failure of the 
entire test.  Answers will only be accepted on the answer sheet provided.  Do not return the 
test, only the answer sheet. 

 1. The American English Coonhound: 

 A. is a balanced, 
powerful dog 
with no 
exaggerated 
parts 

 B. is renowned for 
speed and 
endurance 

 C. possesses the 
grace and 
attitude of a well-
conditioned 
athlete 

 D. all of the above 

 2. The desired height range at the withers should be:  

 A. Males 23” to 25”,     
Bitches 24 to 26 
inches 

 B. Males 26” to 28”,    
Bitches 25 to 27 
inches 

 C. Males 24” to 26”,     
Bitches 23 to 25 
inches 

 D. none of the 
above 

 3. Measuring from the breast bone to the rear of the thigh and the withers to the ground: 

 A. the length should 
equal or slightly 
longer than the 
height 
measurement 

 B. slightly off square  C. height should be 
greater than the 
length 
measurement 

 D. A and B 

 4. The American English Coonhound has: 

 A. un-defined 
musculature 

 B. a strong back  C. shallow chest 
lacking in lung 
room 

 D. narrow loin 

 5. Which is correct regarding the head of the American English Coonhound: 

 A. broad and of 
moderate length 

 B. sharp expression  C. kind, houndy 
expression 

 D. A and C 

 *6. The required bite is: 

 A. scissors  B. level  C. overshot  D. undershot 
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 7. The skull is: 

 A. narrow  B. very slightly 
domed and broad 
between the ears 

 C. without stop  D. flat 

 8. The coat is described as  

 A. hard, protective 
hair 

 B. short in length  C. soft  D. coarse 

 9. Which is correct regarding the ears of the American English Coonhound:  

 A. flat, stiff to the 
touch 

 B. hung rather low, 
fine texture and 
soft to the touch 

 C. reaching beyond 
the end of the 
nose when 
drawn out 

 D. all of the above 

 10. The nose is  

 A. black  B. brown  C. pink or white  D. self colored 

 11. The neck is  

 A. short in length  B. carried overly 
high 

 C. muscular, 
moderate in 
length and fits 
smoothly into 
the shoulders 

 D. thick at 
shoulders 

 12. The topline is  

 A. slightly higher at 
the withers than 
the hips 

 B. slightly lower at 
the withers than 
at the hips 

 C. level  D. all of the above 

 13. The American English Coonhound: 

 A. is thick in body  B. appears capable 
of an all night 
hunt 

 C. has a strong, but 
racy body 

 D. B and C 

 14. The underline is  

 A. sagging  B. tight and smooth 
without 
exaggeration 

 C. exaggerated  D. all of the above 
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 15. Which is correct regarding the American English Coonhound: 

 A. the back is 
muscular, 
blending well with 
the neck when 
head held alertly 

 B. the back is 
roached 

 C. the loin is 
narrow and 
without muscle 

 D. none of the 
above 

 16. The desired tail is  

 A. set high and 
carried gaily 

 B.  plume or rat tail  C. medium length 
with a slight 
brush 

 D. A and C 

 17. The color of the American English Coonhound may be:  

 A. tri-colored with 
ticking 

 B. red and white 
ticked or blue and 
white ticked 

 C. red and white or 
white and black 

 D. all of the above 

 18. The American English Coonhound’s forelegs: 

 A. with pastern 
strong and 
straight 

 B. straight from side 
or front view 

 C. well boned, set 
well apart and 
muscular 

 D. all of the above 

 19. Regarding the feet 

 A. hare like  B. oval, thin padded  C. set directly 
under leg, 
strong arch over 
toes 

 D. all of the above 

 20. Which is correct regarding the gait of the American English Coonhound:  

 A. effortless trot, 
with reach and 
drive 

 B. lacking in reach 
and drive 

 C. tail should not 
move 

 D. head carried 
down 

 21. In regard to the head: 

 A. planes form an 
indiscernible stop. 

 B. flews tight and 
not covering the 
lower jaw from 
the side view 

 C. muzzle rather 
square and well 
proportioned in 
width with the 
skull 

 

 D. all of the above 
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 22. The chest: 

 A. shows excessive 
width 

 B. should reach the 
elbow, showing 
considerable 
depth 

 C. should reach 
well below the 
elbow 

 D. none of the 
above 

 23. The forequarters:  

 A. are clean, 
gradually sloped 
down from the 
withers to the 
point of the 
shoulder 

 B. show freedom of 
movement and 
strength 

 C. are muscular 
and balanced 
with the body 

 D. all of the above 

 24. Which is correct regarding the American English Coonhound’s temperament: 

 A. shy  B. aggressive 
toward humans 
and dogs 

 C. pleasant, alert 
and confident.  
An avid hunter 

 D. timid 

 *25. Which is a disqualification for the American English Coonhound:  

 A. tri-colored with no 
ticking 

 B. solid color with 
less than 10% 
ticking, any 
brindle color 

 C. undershot, 
overshot 

 D. all of the above 




